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Preparation

Write the riddles on the 6 God/Goddess tags or paper (see Clue 1 in Gallery).

Draw the symbols and numbers on each tag (see Clue 2 in Gallery).

Prepare Hermes’ Codes (see clue 3 in Gallery).

Put Poseidon’s message in the small pod (make sure it’s waterproof and floats!).

Prepare the maths game on the jigsaw puzzle (see Clue 7 in Gallery).

Put Athena’s note and jigsaw puzzle pieces in a pouch (or box).

Put Aphrodite’s note in a pouch (or box).

If you decide; accessorise the shoe by glueing feathers/wings on it (see Clue 9 in Gallery).

Prepare the 2 final clues and slide them in the corresponding balloon (see Clue 10 in Gallery).

Set the codes on your locks for the final clue and pick a bag or box to put your card/present in (for final clue).



Set up 

On the day

In the bathroom: put your plastic tube with the pod inside (don’t put any water!) and use double sided tape at the bottom to 
fix it somewhere (area might get wet). Add a note close by saying “Poseidon uses water to solve all his problems” (that part is 
to help, so it’s optional). See Clue 4 in Gallery.

Use a plant you have in the house or garden. In the pot conceal Demeter’s note and the magnetic ‘wand’. Clue 5 in Gallery.

Attach Hades’s note to the key for padlock A and hide them under the sofa, aka the underworld!

Lock the pouch containing Athena’s jigsaw puzzle and note with padlock A and hide it close to or behind a clock.

Lock the pouch with Aphrodite’s note with padlock B and hide it in a clothes drawer.

Hide Hermes’s shoe in the fridge or freezer.

Go in a different room (closet or bedroom that the player won’t go into until the end of the game):

                                                              -  Put card/present in a bag.
                                                              -  Lock the bag with padlocks C and D
                                                              -  Blow up the balloons making sure the clues are inside (see Clue 10 in Gallery)
                                                              -  Attach them using string to the bag


